SPRING 2017 CONVOCATION AWARD RECIPIENTS

OUTSTANDING BACCALAUREATE STUDENT AWARD

SARAH HENDERSON

AIR FORCE RECRUITING OUTSTANDING STUDENT SALUTE AWARD

KRISTI BREESE

UNITED STATES ARMY NURSING EXCELLENCE AWARD

BRITTNY BEAUFORD

UNITED STATES NAVY DEDICATION AWARD

BSN:  SARAH HENDERSON  
MSN:  AUBREE CARLSON
OSN DEAN’S AWARD FOR BSN PROGRAM

JOSEPH LANGOWSKI

OSN DEAN’S AWARD FOR RN-BACCALAUREATE STUDENT
BRITTNEY ALLEN

OSN DEAN’S AWARD FOR MSN PROGRAM

JAMIE MILLER
ALEXANDRA SIDORSKI

OSN DEAN’S AWARD FOR DNP PROGRAM

DONNA CASEY
JANE CRABLE
VIRGINIA MANSS
OSNA SERVICE AWARD

SARAH HENDERSON

ARTHUR MAE ORVIS OUTSTANDING RN TO BSN STUDENT AWARD
JEFFREY STANFORD

COMMITTEE SERVICE AWARDS
LEVEL COMMITTEES

BRITTNY BEAUFORD
KRISTI BREESE

APSA COMMITTEE

HANNA WALLSTROM
SARAH HENDERSON
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

CHRISTINE PEBBLES

ANNA PETERSEN

MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARD

DR. KIMBERLY BAXTER